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In Temerarios.1
Aspicis2 aurigam currus Phaëtonta paterni3
Igniuomos ausum flectere Solis equos:4
Maxima qui postquàm terris incendia sparsit,5
Est temere insesso6 lapsus ab axe miser.
; rotis Fortunæ ad sidera Reges7
Euecti,8 ambitio quos iuuenilis agit,9
;
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œ
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Textual Variants________________________________________________________________
1
2
31]IN TEMERARIOS
47,51,67,77,83,21]In temerarios.
21]ASPICIS
3
4
5
6
7
31,21]paterni,
31,51,67]equos.
77]equos;
51,67]sparsit:
67]infesso
31]Reges,
8
31]Euecti 51]Euecti: 931,51]agit. 67,83]agit: 77,21]agit;
Commentary___________________________________________________________________
PICTURE source: illustrated Ovid. variant: 31 shows a rider with raised whip
controlling a team of three horses, pulling on the ground a cart which carries a large sun with a
man's face. In 34 the sun cart is being pulled by four horses traversing the sky from left to right,
without the rider, who has fallen from it head first to the earth. In 47/83 the sun has left the cart,
and above the clouds two horses are running to the left, the other two to the right, only one wheel
of the cart can be seen, while Phaeton is falling from the clouds head first. This design is
followed in 51 (although the fourth horse is difficult to visualize), whereas in 67 the cart is more
distinct and only three horses are running in different directions and in 77/21 the chariot is being
pulled by only two horses towards the upper left corner, and the chariot, like that in 67, is fully
visible.
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Phaeton falls off
the sunchariot.
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